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Cellular Geography*
W.R. Tobler**
Capitan Ahab, in the film version of Moby Dick, searches for
the white whale with the aid of a geographical map on which
are noted sighting-frequencies within 50 cells bounded by
lines of latitude and longitude. The written version of the
story, dating from circa 1830, does not contain this scene,
but the technique of recording geographical data in this
fashion is increasingly popular today. One of the motivations
for the use of such partitionings is their "objectivity". It
is also asserted that there are advantages for analysis pur-
poses over the irregular spatial polygons defined by political
jurisdictions. There is no doubt that there are notational
simplifications; one can index a cell of an array in the same
fashion as in matrix algebra. Thus the cell in the i th row
and jth column becomes the cell i,j. Geographical data which
pertain to that cell can be referred to by subscripts, as g ..1J
for example. If one lets G represent an N by H array of
such cells then this can be considered isomorphic with a
portion of the surface of the earth (if one deletes the poles
and makes a convention about the edges). But one can also
apply matrix algebra to this array and can obtain geographically
interesting results. The major advantage however is pedagogical,
and results from the fact that in such a scheme every country
in the world has exactly the same number of neighbors. The
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analytical results can be extended to the more realistic variable-
number-of-neighbors case but the insight is more easily gained in
the cellular case.
Types of Models
Using the positional notation let ｧ ｾ Ｎ be the land uselJ
category (urban, rural, ... ) at the location i, j at time t.
Let g t,+,6t be the I d t t thO I t' tan use ca egory a lS oca lon alJ
other time. One primitive classification of models of land
use change is then as follows:
(I)
(I I)
The independant model: ｧ ｾ Ｚ Ｖ ｴ is a random variablelJ
in no way related to ｧ ｾ ..lJ
The functionally dependant model. The land use at
location i,j at time t + 6t depends on the previous
land use at that location:
t+6tg ..lJ =
(III) The historical model. The land use at position i,j
at t + 6t depends on the several previous land uses
at that location
t+6t
F ＨｧｾＮ t-6t t-26t , ... ｧ ｾ Ｍ Ｚ Ｍ ｫ Ｖ ｴ Ｉg .. = g .. g ..lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ
( IV) The multivariate model. The land use at location i,j
is dependant on several other variables at that
The geographical model.(V)
location:
t+6tg ..lJ = F ＨｵｾＮ lJ tv ..lJ
The
, wｾ . , • , z ｾ .)lJ lJ
land use at location i,j
=
is dependant
t+6tg ..lJ
on the land use at other locations:
F (g ｾＺＬＺｰＬ j:,:q)
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Figure 2:
Graphic Illustration of the Five Models
using a 25-cell geographical array
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MODEL V
t+L'ltg ..
1J
These five model types are all simple abstractions from
nature. Combining them would be realistic but complicated.
One could also embellish these simple types to include moving
average models, or stochastic versions -- Model (II) then
readily yields a Markov chain. Model (III) is often called a
time series model, or a lagged variable model. Model (IV)
could be generalized to a system of simultaneous , equations,
in which each variable is a function of the several others,
and so on. The particular classification has been chosen to
highlight the geographical model.
There are really two models included in the category of
geographical model. The first is the extrapolation - filtering
model exemplified by
gi j = F (gi=!:.p, j=!:.q)
This can be characterized by a geographical quiz:
Complete the following geographical
sentance by filling in the blank:
A A A A B B
A A A B B A
A A A A A
A B B A A A
B B A A A A
B B A A A A
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There is considerable literature on this topic, but the model
of concern here is the dynamical geographical one which is
better characterized as
t+6tg ..
1) = ｆＨｧｾＮ 1)
where n .. is a shorthand for all of the land uses in the
1)
neighborhood of the location i,j. This single lag, univariate
deterministic -- as here described -- model has only two para-
meters: the neighborhood n and the function F.
Neighborhoods
The simplest definition of a neighborhood in a square
lattice is to include all cells in a box around the cell of
interest; n .. = cells i + p, j ｾ q. The neighborhood then
1)
consists of (2p+1) (2q+1) cells. Also common is the five cell
neighborhood consisting of a cell and its North, South, East,
and West adjacent cells. The importance of the neighborhood
is that it defines the geographical domain of influence. But
the definition of the neighborhood of a cell can be quite
general. One could, for example, provide a list of all of
the cells which are included in the neighborhood of a given
cell. But the usual rule is to invoke spatial neighborhood
stationarity. By this is meant that all cells have the same
size and shape of neighborhood. The indexing by subscripts,
n ij = ｃｩｾｰＬｪｾｱＧ makes this very clear.
This model contrasts very nicely with reality in which,
for example, an urban resident may have a geographical contact
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,field which differs in size and shape from that of a rural
lesident, or of a suburbanite. Thus it is possible to let
Ithe size, shape, or orientation of a neighhorhood be a function
of the location of the cell, i.e., p,q = F(i,j), in either a
ISimPle or a complicated fashion' neighborhoods near borders
usually require a special definition.
Board games such as chess, checkers, and go are all
defined on square lattices; chinese checkers on a triangular
lattice. One can see the advantages of such arrays most easily
if one attempts to define a game similar to chess on a political
map. An identical problem is encountered in converting geo-
graphical lattice models Hagerstrands model of the diffusion
t+6t
gij
it is
of ideas, for example -- to political units. The basic dif-
ficulty is topological; the "cells" on the political map do
not all have the same number of adjacent cells. Their neigh-
borhoods cannot be defined by any simple notational scheme,
and the concept of spatial stationarity of neighborhood must
be defined in a different manner.
The Transition Rule
The other important variable in the geographical model
== F (g ｾ .,n ..) is the function F. For the present purpose1) 1)
,
still valid to ignore such distinctions as deterministic
or stochastic, time varying, and so on, and to concentrate on
the geographically interesting aspects. An example is helpful.
Suppose that the contents of the geographical cells consist of
five land use types: Residential (R), Commercial (C), Industrial
(I), Public (P), and Agriculture (A). Suppose further that the
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neighborhood consists of the cells (i,j), (i-1 ,j), (i+1 ,j),
(i,j-1), and (i,j+1). There are thus five states (S) and
five neighbors (N). A possible transition rule would be
R R
RAI-RCI
C C
which means that the center cell, in agriculture, is converted
to a commercial land use. This might more conveniently be
written as
RICRA .. C
with a clockwise convention. One sees that one must consider
the SN = 55 = 3125 cases to cover all possibilities. But it
is now natural to invoke spatial isotropy so that the position-
ing of the neighbors does not count, e.g. writing the above
rule as
(2R,1I,1C,A)-C
and this clearly cuts down on the necessary number of rules.
Of course we have already assumed spatial stationarity again.
Translated this means that the same environment (neighborhood)
results in the same consequences, or, that the rules do not
depend on where you are. Compare again with chess; the
allowed moves, although piece specific, are the same every-
where, almost. Thus, the laws of nature do not depend on,
say, latitude. Or do they? "When in Rome do as the Romans
do". Cultural geographers assert that behaviour in England
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is different from that in China. This is equivalent to say-
ing that the rules depend on where you are, i.e. F(i,j).
These models and games make a nice pedagogical contrast with
reality. Sometimes it is easy to write down rules which
depend on where you are, sometimes it is not easy.
One type of scientific investigation can be caricatured
by the following problem: given 20 pictures, in order, of
the board positions from a game of chess, determine the rules
of chess. The rules of chess are rather simple, but the game,
which involves using the rules in a strategy, is complex.
Does a similar situation hold for changes of pattern on the
surface of the earth? My students have now conducted some
experiments in which geographical maps (of one area but from
different times) are fed into a computer and a program attempts
to estimate the geographical transition rules.
An analogy can also be made with geographical planning.
Given an initial state, a desired state, and a set of tran-
sition rules, we can ask whether or not here exists a path
from the one situation to the other, and if so whether there
is a minimum path. Or what changes need be made to the rules
so that the objective is realizable.
Some of these ideas are nicely illustrated by Conway's
"Life" a two-state, nine-neighbor play. The game is played
on a square lattice, and the two states are conveniently
called filled or empty. The change of state from full to empty
,
or visa versa takes place via the rules, which are conveniently
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displayed as a decision tree, invoked for all cells simulta-
neously in one round of the play.
! No
ｾＰ
Number of full
Neighbors is
four or more
Number of full
Neighbors is two or
more
No
No
｛ｾ ｎｵｭ｟Ｍ［･ｾｾｲ Ｂｾｏｦ ｾｆｕ｟ｾｬ JNeighborsis three
. . . .
Yes
The play begins from an initial state in which some cells
are full and others are empty. Such a pattern then changes
over time, appearing to move, often in interesting ways. Some-
times the pattern repeats itself periodically, in other cases
it disappears completely. One can prove inter alia that there
exist patterns which could never arise from some other initial
state (Moore's Garden-of-Eden theorem). The point which I wish
to stress is that there are a whole host of theoretical questions
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which one can ask of even such a simple two-state ｮ ｩ ｮ ･ ｾ ｮ ･ ｩ ｧ ｨ ｢ ｯ ｲ
situation, and similar theoretical questions should also be
asked of the more complex geographical case.
As a final contrast attention is called to the fact that
all of the examples considered up to this point have been of
the categorical type. On rare occasions in nature the states,
the observed entities in the cells, can be represented by numbers.
This rare situation seems to be the one most often studied by
scientists in general and geographers in particular. The
transition rule in this case becomes the usual mathematical
function. Of all possible functions linear functions are most
often used, e.g.
t+6tg.. =
J.J
+p +q t
'5: "" W gｾ k.! pq i +p, J' +q
-p -q
in the discrete case, or
t+6tg. ,
J.J
+ 00
II
- 00
t
w(x-u,y-v) g (x,y) dudv
in the spatially continuous case. Here one again notices the
spatial stationarity assumption. Possible geographical inter-
pretations and applications have been discussed elsewhere and
need not be repeated here. Perhaps more results can be expected
from a study of the above case, but an interesting area would
appear to be in the mathematical study of non-numerical trans-
formations.
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